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TechCrunch on nyt osa Verizon Mediaa. Me ja kumppanimme säilytämme ja/tai käytämme tietoja laitteeltasi evästeiden ja vastaavien tekniikoiden avulla henkilökohtaisten mainosten ja sisällön näyttämiseeen, mainosten ja sisällön mittaamiseen, yleisön näkemyksiin ja tuotekehitykseen. Henkilötietojasi saatetaan käyttä Tietoja laitteestasi ja internet-yhteydestä IP-osoitteesi mukaan lukien Selaaminen ja
hakutoiminnot Verizon Media -verkkosi vust ojen ja -sovellusten käytön aikana Tarkka sijainti Lisätietoja tietojesi käytöstä antavat Tietosuojakäytäntö ja Evästekäytäntö. Mahdollistaksesi tietojesi käsittelyn Verizon Median ja kummppaneidemme toimesta, valitse 'Hyväksyn', tai valitse 'Hallitse asetuksia' saadaksesi lisätietoja ja hallinoidaksi vaihtoehtojasi. Voit vaihtaa valintasi milloin tahansa
Yksityisydenhallinta-asetukssissasi. As web developers we all like code; That's why we do what we do. I suppose we all strive to be the best. Working in the fast environment at BKWLD, our team of developers needs to learn to adapt at this time to meet deadlines, most of which arrive a little faster than we would like. I'm often forced to try to ride a line between doing something right and doing it quickly.
The expectation is that they can be achieved both, which sometimes is true. Most often, however, I am forced to lean more to the side, choosing to either do something clean and beautiful, or do something that is complete when the client needs it. Which approach is better? Our technical director, Justin Jewett, summed it up excellently when he said: We need fewer assassins and more street fighters.
Jewett points out that we need people who can code quickly, roll with punches and do the best job possible - something that is particularly difficult when things get hot and customers are less friendly. This has led to a lot of intense discussion about what approach is right. Poetry is goodThere is a reason why good code is considered to be a form of poetry. It's elegant, clean, easy to read, and fun to write.
These are all exceptional qualities for which we should strive every day. This approach is philosophically correct. If the code is structured well from the beginning, then, late in the game, things are easier to find and edit. For example, creating a JavaScript file to hold all configuration-level variables is good practice, making tweaking things would be animation speed and later delay durations a breeze. Speed
is goodSpeed is often overlooked and/or supported about among the devs. The simple way of doing things is often viewed as bad or amateurish. Shortcuts and hacks are still frowned upon, and their practitioners are considered by the community to be bad developers. I'm a of rapid development for several reasons, the boss of which is to do things on time - or earlier. This leaves more room for polishing,
and can make both manufacturers and customers very happy. Not everything fits the conventionCreating a framework accelerates development and makes things faster, but not everything fits a clean, packaged convention. There are times when a simple picture label, tables, or even (dare I say?) frames, are a quick solution to a problem that would take much longer to build using standards or some
innovative new workflow. I worked on sites that were far too complicated for their need and context. Not everything requires complicated environments, Python frames, or minified scripts concatenated with cache-busting hashs. All these things have their place for specific projects, but a good dev you have to choose and choose what is best for the scope of the project, rather than just use the most complex
technology in all cases. Find what's right for the projectWhen you think about the project you're working on, think about what your needs are and where most of your time should be spent. For example, if the site does not need advanced JavaScript, then do not add a boot frame script and modules that will take time and energy to configure. Instead, a simple script file or even some javascript inline will work
very well. In this way, the requirements are met and you can spend more time on the rest of the site. If the project is a personal one you are intensely passionate about, spend all the time you want making sure that every line of code is where it should be and is reduced to its cleanest possible form. If the project is for a three-month campaign to be completed next week, the shortest path to the finish line is
probably the best. I've only been a developer for five years, and 95 percent of my professional projects are the latter. We need to finish quality work as soon as possible. Words: Matt AebersoldMatt Aebersold is a developer at BKWLD. This article originally appeared in the issue of the net magazine 246.Liked this? Read this! What's your philosophy of code? Tell us in the comments! Your kids can play or
your kids can be asked to be part of Roblox. Should it be? Well, here's what a parent needs to know about the game system. Roblox is a fashionable, international, free online gaming platform. So while it's easy to think of it as a single game, it's really a platform. That means that people who use Roblox create their own games for others to play. Visually it looks like a marriage of LEGO and Minecraft. Is
Roblox a game? yes, but not exactly. Roblox is a gaming platform that supports user-created games with multiple users. Roblox refers to this as a social platform for the game. Players can play games while seeing other players and socially interact with them in chat windows. David Baszucki and Erik Cassel created in the early 2000s. It was released to the general public in 2006. Roblox is available on
most platforms, including Windows, Mac, iPhone/iPad, Android, Kindle Fire and Xbox One. You can also play Roblox on your Chromebook. Roblox even offers a line of toy figurines for imaginative offline gaming. Users can also create private groups or servers to play play with friends, chat on forums, create blogs, and trade objects with other users. Activity is more limited for children under 13 years of age.
There are three main components for Roblox: games, the catalog of virtual items for sale, and the design studio for creating and uploading content that you create. Different games will have different goals. For example, the game Jailbreak is a virtual game of cops and robbers where you can choose to be a police officer or a murderer. Restaurant Tycoon allows you to open and run a virtual restaurant. Zane
and mermaids Winx High School allows virtual fairies to learn to perfect their magical abilities. Some children may be more in social interaction, and some may prefer spending time customizing their avatar with both free and premium items. Beyond games, children (and adults) can also create games that they can upload and let others play. According to Roblox in February 2020, over 115 million people
worldwide play this game. This number grew rapidly by July 2020 to more than 164 million players, probably powered by pandemic and home orders. RTrack More than 2 million creators build games and communities that continuously update the platform with new activities and features. Roblox uses a freemium model. It's free to make an account, but there are advantages and upgrades for pocket money.
The virtual currency in Roblox is known as Robux, and you can either pay real money for virtual Robux or it accumulates slowly through gameplay. Robux is an international virtual currency and does not follow a one-to-one exchange rate with U.S. dollars. Currently, 400 Robux cost $4.95. Money goes in both directions, if you have accumulated enough Robux, you can change it for the currency of the real
world. In addition to buying Robux, Roblox offers Roblox Builders Club subscriptions for a monthly fee. Each level of membership gives children a Robux allowance, access to premium games and the ability to make and belong to groups. Robux gift cards are also available in retail stores and online. Roblox complies with the Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), which regulates information that children
under the age of 13 allow them to disclose. Chat sessions are moderated, and the system automatically filters chat messages that sound like attempts to reveal personally identifiable information, such as real names and addresses. That doesn't mean predators couldn't find a way around filters and moderators. Talk to your child about safe online behavior and use reasonable supervision to make sure they
don't share personal information with friends. As the parent of a child under 13, you can also turn off chat for your child. After your child is 13 years of age or older, they will see fewer chat restrictions and fewer filtered words. It is important to make sure that you keep in communication with your middle-aged and high school children regarding online social platforms. Another thing older players Beware of
scammers and phishing attacks. Like any other gaming platform, there are thieves who will try to gain access to their accounts and rob players of their virtual objects and coins. Players can report an inappropriate activity so that moderators can handle it. You may also want to observe a few games to make sure you find the level of violence acceptable. Roblox Avatars resemble LEGO mini-figs and not
realistic people, but many of the games involve explosions and other violence that could cause the avatar to die by breaking into a lot of pieces. Games can also include weapons. Although other games (LEGO adventure games come to mind) have a similar gameplay mechanic, adding the social aspect to the gameplay can make the violence seem more intense. Our recommendation is that children have
at least 10 years to play, but that may be on the young side for some games. Use your best judgment here. You should also be aware that when the chat window is up, there is a lot of shit talking in younger chat windows. Filters and moderators remove the more traditional words I swear while leaving a little potty tongue in, so kids like to say the shit or give their avatar name something with the shit in it. If
you are the parent of a school-age child, this is probably surprising behavior. Just be aware that your house rules about acceptable language may not comply with The Roblox rules. Turn off the chat window if this is a problem. Roblox Games in Roblox are created by users, so that means that all users are also potential creators. Roblox allows anyone, even players under the age of 13, to download Roblox
Studio and start designing games. Roblox Studio has built-in tutorials about setting up games and 3-D worlds for gameplay. The design tool includes common backgrounds and default objects to get started. That doesn't mean there's no learning curve. If you want to use Roblox Studio with a younger child, we suggest that you will need a lot of scaffolding to have a parent stay with them and work with them
to plan and create. Older children will find a wealth of resources both within Roblox Studio and in forums to help them develop their gaming design skills. Don't think of Roblox as a way to make money. Think of it as a way for kids to learn some basic sprogramming logic and problem solving and as a way to have some fun. That said, you should know Roblox developers don't earn real money. However, they
can be paid in Robux, which can then be exchanged in real-world currency. There have already been a few who managed to make considerable money from the real world, including a Lithuanian teenager who was said to have made over $100,000 in 2015. Most developers, however, do not earn this kind of money. Money. Money.
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